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Saville Assessment  
Oasys Quick Guide
Adjusting the Time Limit for Online Aptitude Tests
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This quick guide explains how to adjust the time limit for an aptitude test on your Oasys platform.  When necessary, 
seek advice and support regarding how best to accommodate an assessee’s disability in an assessment process.  The 
best source of advice on possible accommodations is often the assessee themselves.  Saville Assessment and other 
organizations can provide advice on the assessment process for people with disabilities, although the decision to make an 
adjustment rests with the test user or employer.

Create the project in the usual way via ‘Projects’.

Add assessees to this project to complete the set-up process.

Select the ‘View Assessment’ icon button next to the relevant assessee.

Adjusting the Time Limit for Online 
Aptitude Tests

My Tasks Organisation Role Behaviours Projects My Details My Reports Users Logout

Add Assessee View Project Details Generate Reports Create and add Assessee to the project Con�gure Automati Back to Projects

First Name:

Example Time Adjustment
Select an assessee to view assessment details. Use the boxes below to search for an assessee.

Last Name: Date Added: Status:
Raters Completed
/ Total Raters Actions:

Show All: Search

View assessment

View assessment

Sample Candidate 27/01/2021 09:27:00 Created 0 / 0

Candidate 1 27/01/2021 09:27:00 Created 0 / 0

1

2 items in 1 pagesPage size 50

My Tasks Organisation Role Behaviours Projects My Details My Reports Users Logout

Cancel and return to Projects

View Participants: Example Time Adjustment
The participants in this assessment are listed below.   You may still add participants to the assessment, provided the category 'numbers' are below the 
maximum.

Minimum Participants: 1 
Maximum Participants: 1

Self
First Name: Last Name: Added By: Status: Actions:

View work�ow details

Send reminder email
Sample Candidate ProjectAdminSA Created 

Save Assessment

Select the ‘View workflow details’ button
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Task: Actions: Status:
Number of
Resets:

Adjust time limit

Work�ow

Swift Analysis
Aptitude

My Tasks Organisation Role Behaviours Projects My Details My Reports Users Logout

Cancel and return to project details

Work�ow Details:

Number of
Aborts:

Number of System
Resets:

Timing
Adjustment:

Created 1 0%

Practice Tests
Practice Test Name: Language: Status: Date:

Select the ‘Adjust Time Limit’ button.

Provide an ‘Additional time percentage’ from the drop-down menu which will add on a percentage of the original test completion 
time limit to the assessee’s test timer.

It is recommended that you add a brief comment about the reason for the time adjustment.

Submit

Adjust Time Limit

Disable time limit:

My Tasks Organisation Role Behaviours Projects My Details My Reports Users Logout

Cancel and return to work�ow

You have selected to adjust the time limit for Swift Analysis Aptitude.

Time Adjustment:

Additional time percentage:

Comment:
25%

Assessee is dyslexic:

Cancel
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Alternatively, you can remove the time limit completely by selecting the ‘Disable time limit’ box, which stops the test timer 
being displayed; this can be particularly useful for entering responses from a hard-copy aptitude assessment.

Select the ‘Submit’ button to save the adjustment and to record the information in the ‘Timing Adjustment’ column.

Consumer Trends

Sticking to traditional eating times and formal eating habits is 
no longer the norm for most people. The prevalence of eating 
on-the-go, both snacks and meals, is increasing significantly. 
The three meals a day maxim no longer holds true because 
more consumers are eating outside of the home and at times 
to suit their lifestyles. Breakfast, in particular, is now more 
commonly skipped and those who do eat breakfast are 

1. Eating ‘on-the-go is an 
increasingly common habit.

True on the basis of the passage

False on the basis of the passage

Not possible to say if the statement is 
true or false on the basis of the 
passage

21 3 4 3:40

Submit

Adjust Time Limit

Disable time limit:

My Tasks Organisation Role Behaviours Projects My Details My Reports Users Logout

Cancel and return to work�ow

You have selected to adjust the time limit for Swift Analysis Aptitude.

Time Adjustment:

Additional time percentage:

Comment:
25%

Entering results from a hard 
copy assessment

Cancel

Consumer Trends

Sticking to traditional eating times and formal eating habits is 
no longer the norm for most people. The prevalence of eating 
on-the-go, both snacks and meals, is increasing significantly. 
The three meals a day maxim no longer holds true because 
more consumers are eating outside of the home and at times 
to suit their lifestyles. Breakfast, in particular, is now more 
commonly skipped and those who do eat breakfast are 

1. Eating ‘on-the-go is an 
increasingly common habit.

True on the basis of the passage

False on the basis of the passage

Not possible to say if the statement is 
true or false on the basis of the 
passage

21 3 4 3:40

If you subsequently need to reset the assessee, any previously set time adjustment will automatically be applied unless it is 
changed.
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About Saville Assessment, a Willis Towers Watson 
Company
Our mission is to transform assessment around the world. We enable organizations 
to identify potential, accelerate performance, and achieve outstanding results. Our 
portfolio of leading-edge assessments are designed based on extensive research 
into successful workplace performance and the critical relationship between motive, 
talent and workplace culture. With representatives in over 80 countries we are 
transforming how organizations Hire, Build and Lead their talent globally. Learn more 
at www.savilleassessment.com
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